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PREFACE
This new edition contains new words and senses that have
become established in the language since publication of the previous edition. It remains an extremely concise reference to those
words that form the very core of the English vocabulary. It is
intended to serve as a quick reference, especially for questions of
spelling, pronunciation, and hyphenation of the most common
words in everyday use.
Though small, this work shares many details of presentation
with more comprehensive dictionaries. However, conciseness of
presentation necessarily requires special treatment of entries, and
this book has a number of special features uniquely its own. Users
need to be familiar with the following major features of this dictionary.
Main entries follow one another in alphabetical order.
Centered periods within the entries show points at which a hyphen
may be put when the word is broken at the end of a line.
Homographs (words spelled the same but having different
meanings) are run in to a single main entry when they are closely
related. Second and succeeding homographs are represented by a
swung dash:  Homographs of distinctly different origin (as
1
perch and 2perch) are given separate entries with preceding
raised numerals.
Variant spellings that are quite common appear at the main
entry following a comma (as the·ater, the·atre) and following
other boldface entry words, such as inflected forms and run-on
entries.
Inflected forms of nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs are
shown when they are irregular—as when requiring the dropping
of a final e or changing a final y to i before the suffix: (as prat·ed;
prat·ing at prate) or when the form of the base word itself
changes: (as swam...; swum at swim)—or when there might be
doubt about their spelling: (as pl twos at two). They are given
either in full (as worse...; worst at bad) or cut back to a convenient point of division (as -mat·ed; -mat·ing at es·ti·mate).
Common variants of inflected forms are shown even if they are
regular (as bused or bussed at bus). When the inflected forms
of a verb involve no irregularity except the doubling of a final

consonant, the double consonant is shown instead of full or cutback inflected forms (as vb -gg- at hug). A variant or inflected
form whose alphabetical place is distant from the main entry is
entered at its own place with a cross-reference in small capital letters to the main entry (as laid past of LAY).
Several other kinds of entries are also found in this dictionary.
A run-in entry is a term related to a main entry that appears within a definition (as cacao beans at ca·cao). It is essentially
defined in the context of the definition and is set off by parentheses. Derivative words, made up usually of the main entry and a
common word element, such as a suffix, are shown as undefined
run-on entries following all definitions of a main entry. These are
set off by a dash (as — man·u·al·ly at man·u·al or — hill·top at
hill). The meaning of an undefined run-on entry can be inferred
from the meaning of the main entry where it appears and that of
the added word element, shown elsewhere in the book. A run-on
phrase is a group of two or more words having the main entry as
a major element and having a special meaning of its own (as
knock out at knock or set forth at set). Run-on phrases are
always defined.
Lists of undefined words formed by the addition of a common English prefix to a word entered in the dictionary and having
meanings that can be inferred from the meaning of the root word
and that of the prefix will be found in a separate section at the bottom of the page at entries for the following prefixes: anti-, bi-, co-,
counter-, extra-, hyper-, in-, inter-, mini-, multi-, non-, over-,
post-, pre-, re-, self-, sub-, super-, un-, and vice-.
Pronunciation information is either given explicitly or
implied for every entry in the dictionary. Pronunciation
respellings are placed within reversed slanted lines (as
jenəralət at ge·ner·al·i·ty). Where the pronunciation is not
indicated at a particular entry, or is indicated in a cutback form,
the full pronunciation is to be inferred from an earlier indicated
pronunciation. A full list of the pronunciation symbols used is
shown on the page following this Preface.
The grammatical function of entry words is indicated by an
italic functional label (as vb, n, or prefix).
A hyphen that is a fixed part of a hyphenated expression
(such as self-conscious) is converted to a special “double hyphen”
( when the compound expression appears in lightface type and
when the fixed hyphen comes at the end of a line in this dictionary. This indicates to you that the hyphen is to be retained when
the word is not at the end of a line. Fixed hyphens in boldface

entry words are shown as short boldface dashes, which are a bit
larger than ordinary hyphens. These short dashes or long hyphens
in boldface words are retained at the end of a line in this dictionary.
Guide words are used at the top of pages to indicate the range
of entries on those pages. In choosing guide words for a page, we
select the alphabetically first and last spelled-out boldface words
or phrases on that page. This means that any boldface entry—
main entry, variant spelling, inflected form, run-in or run-on
entry—can be used as a guide word. Please keep this in mind if
the word used as a guide word does not happen to be the first or
last main entry on the page. The guide words themselves are in
alphabetical order throughout the book, so occasionally it has
been necessary to modify this rule. When the alphabetically last
entry on one page would come later than the alphabetically first
entry on the following page, a different word is chosen as guide
word. On pages that contain a substantial number of undefined
words derived from a prefix entry, the undefined words are not
considered when choosing guide words.
All abbreviations used in this book are listed, along with a
number of other common abbreviations, in a special section
immediately following the dictionary proper.

A
1

a \ÇÜ\ n, pl a’s or as \ÇÜz\ : 1st letter of

the alphabet
\Ñ, ÇÜ\ indefinite article : one or some —
used to indicate an unspecified or
unidentified individual
aard•vark \Ç‰rdÉv‰rk\ n : ant-eating
African mammal
aback \ÑÇbak\ adv : by surprise
aba•cus \ÇabÑkÑs\ n, pl aba•ci \ÇabÑÉsà, -Éká\ or aba•cus•es : calculating
instrument using rows of beads
abaft \ÑÇbaft\ adv : toward or at the
stern
ab•a•lo•ne \ÉabÑÇlãná\ n : large edible
shellfish
1
aban•don \ÑÇbandÑn\ vb : give up
without intent to reclaim — abandon•ment n
2
abandon n : thorough yielding to impulses
aban•doned \ÑÇbandÑnd\ adj : morally
unrestrained
abase \ÑÇbÜs\ vb abased; abas•ing
: lower in dignity — abase•ment n
abash \ÑÇbash\ vb : embarrass —
abashment n
abate \ÑÇbÜt\ vb abat•ed; abat•ing
: decrease or lessen
abate•ment \ÑÇbÜtmÑnt\ n : tax reduction
ab•at•toir \ÇabÑÉtw‰r\ n : slaughterhouse
ab•bess \ÇabÑs\ n : head of a convent
ab•bey \Çabá\ n, pl -beys : monastery
or convent
ab•bot \ÇabÑt\ n : head of a monastery
ab•bre•vi•ate \ÑÇbráváÉÜt\ vb -at•ed;
-at•ing : shorten — ab•bre•vi•a•tion
\ÑÉbráváÇÜshÑn\ n
ab•di•cate \ÇabdiÉkÜt\ vb -cat•ed;
-cat•ing : renounce — ab•di•ca•tion
\ÉabdiÇkÜshÑn\ n
ab•do•men \ÇabdÑmÑn, abÇdãmÑn\ n
1 : body area between chest and
pelvis 2 : hindmost part of an insect
— ab•dom•i•nal \abÇd‰mÑn´l\ adj
— ab•dom•i•nal•ly adv
ab•duct \abÇdÑkt\ vb : kidnap — ab-

2a

duc•tion \-ÇdÑkshÑn\ n — ab•ductor \-tÑr\ n
abed \ÑÇbed\ adv or adj : in bed
ab•er•ra•tion \ÉabÑÇrÜshÑn\ n : deviation or distortion — ab•er•rant \aÇbe-

rÑnt\ adj
abet \ÑÇbet\ vb -tt- : incite or encourage
— abet•tor, abet•ter \-Ñr\ n
abey•ance \ÑÇbÜÑns\ n : state of inac-

tivity
ab•hor \ÑbÇhïr, ab-\ vb -rr- : hate —
ab•hor•rence \-Ñns\ n — ab•horrent \-Ñnt\ adj
abide \ÑÇbàd\ vb abode \-Çbãd\ or
abid•ed; abid•ing 1 : endure 2 : re-

main, last, or reside

ab•ject \ÇabÉjekt, abÇ-\ adj : low in
spirit or hope — ab•jec•tion \abÇjekshÑn\ n — ab•ject•ly adv — abject•ness n
ab•jure \abÇjòr\ vb 1 : renounce 2
: abstain from — ab•ju•ra•tion \ÉabjÑ-

ÇrÜshÑn\ n
ablaze \ÑÇblÜz\ adj or adv : on fire
able \ÇÜbÑl\ adj abler \-blÑr\; ablest
\-blÑst\ 1 : having sufficient power,
skill, or resources 2 : skilled or efficient — abil•i•ty \ÑÇbilÑtá\ n — ably

\ÇÜblá\ adv

-able, -ible \ÑbÑl\ adj suffix 1 : capable
of, fit for, or worthy of 2 : tending,

given, or liable to

ab•lu•tion \ÑÇbl¸shÑn, aÇbl¸-\ n : wash-

ing of one’s body
ab•ne•gate \ÇabniÉgÜt\ vb -gat•ed;
-gat•ing 1 : relinquish 2 : renounce
— ab•ne•ga•tion \ÉabniÇgÜshÑn\ n
ab•nor•mal \abÇnïrmÑl\ adj : deviating from the normal or average — abnor•mal•i•ty \ÉabnÑrÇmalÑtá, -nïr-\
n — ab•nor•mal•ly adv
aboard \ÑÇbãrd\ adv : on, onto, or

within a car, ship, or aircraft  prep
: on or within
abode \ÑÇbãd\ n : residence
abol•ish \ÑÇb‰lish\ vb : do away with
— ab•o•li•tion \ÉabÑÇlishÑn\ n

abominable
abom•i•na•ble \ÑÇb‰mÑnÑbÑl\ adj
: thoroughly unpleasant or revolting
abom•i•nate \ÑÇb‰mÑÉnÜt\ vb -nat•ed;
-nat•ing : hate — abom•i•na•tion

\ÑÉb‰mÑÇnÜshÑn\ n

ab•orig•i•nal \ÉabÑÇrijÑnÑl\ adj 1
: original 2 : primitive
ab•orig•i•ne \-ÇrijÑná\ n : original in-

habitant
abort \ÑÇbïrt\ vb : terminate prematurely — abor•tive \-Çbïrtiv\ adj
abor•tion \ÑÇbïrshÑn\ n : spontaneous

or induced termination of pregnancy
abound \ÑÇbaònd\ vb : be plentiful
about \ÑÇbaòt\ adv : around  prep1
: on every side of 2 : on the verge of
3 : having as a subject
above \ÑÇbÑv\ adv : in or to a higher
place  prep 1 : in or to a higher
place than 2 : more than
above•board adv or adj : without de-

ception
abrade \ÑÇbrÜd\ vb abrad•ed; abrading : wear away by rubbing — abrasion \-ÇbrÜzhÑn\ n
abra•sive \ÑÇbrÜsiv\ n : substance for

grinding, smoothing, or polishing 
adj 1 : tending to abrade 2 : causing
irritation — abra•sive•ly adv —
abra•sive•ness n
abreast \ÑÇbrest\ adv or adj 1 : side by
side 2 : up to a standard or level
abridge \ÑÇbrij\ vb abridged; abridging : shorten or condense — abridgment, abridge•ment n
abroad \ÑÇbrïd\ adv or adj 1 : over a
wide area 2 : outside one’s country
ab•ro•gate \ÇabrÑgÜt\ vb -gat•ed; -gating : annul or revoke — ab•ro•gation \ÉabrÑÇgÜshÑn\ n
abrupt \ÑÇbrÑpt\ adj 1 : sudden 2 : so
quick as to seem rude — abrupt•ly
adv
ab•scess \ÇabÉses\ n : collection of pus
surrounded by inflamed tissue — abscessed \-Ésest\ adj
ab•scond \abÇsk‰nd\ vb : run away
and hide
ab•sent \ÇabsÑnt\ adj : not present 
ab•sent \abÇsent\ vb : keep oneself
away — ab•sence \ÇabsÑns\ n —
absen•tee \ÉabsÑnÇtá\ n
ab•sent•mind•ed \ÉabsÑntÇmàndÑd\
adj : unaware of one’s surroundings
or action — ab•sent•mind•ed•ly adv
— ab•sent•mind•ed•ness n
ab•so•lute \ÇabsÑÉl¸t, ÉabsÑÇ-\ adj 1

2

abysmally
: pure 2 : free from restriction 3
: definite — ab•so•lute•ly adv
ab•so•lu•tion \ÉabsÑÇl¸shÑn\ n : remis-

sion of sins
ab•solve \ÑbÇz‰lv, -Çs‰lv\ vb -solved;
-solv•ing : set free of the conse-

quences of guilt

ab•sorb \ÑbÇsïrb, -Çzïrb\ vb 1 : suck
up or take in as a sponge does 2 : engage (one’s attention) — ab•sor•bency \-ÇsïrbÑnsá, -Çzïr-\ n — ab•sorbent \-bÑnt\ adj or n — ab•sorb•ing

adj
ab•sorp•tion \ÑbÇsïrpshÑn, -Çzïrp-\ n
: process of absorbing — ab•sorptive \-tiv\ adj
ab•stain \ÑbÇstÜn\ vb : refrain from doing something — ab•stain•er n — absten•tion \-ÇstenchÑn\ n — ab•stinence \ÇabstÑnÑns\ n
ab•ste•mi•ous \abÇstámáÑs\ adj : sparing in use of food or drink — ab•stemi•ous•ly adv — ab•ste•mi•ousness n
ab•stract \abÇstrakt, ÇabÉ-\ adj 1 : ex-

pressing a quality apart from an object 2 : not representing something
specific  \ÇabÉ-\ n : summary 
\abÇ-, ÇabÉ-\ vb 1 : remove or separate 2 : make an abstract of — abstract•ly adv — ab•stract•ness n
ab•strac•tion \abÇstrakshÑn\ n 1 : act
of abstracting 2 : abstract idea or
work of art
ab•struse \ÑbÇstr¸s, ab-\ adj : hard to
understand — ab•struse•ly adv —
ab•struse•ness n
ab•surd \ÑbÇsÑrd, -ÇzÑrd\ adj : ridiculous or unreasonable — ab•sur•di•ty
\-Ñtá\ n — ab•surd•ly adv
abun•dant \ÑÇbÑndÑnt\ adj : more than
enough — abun•dance \-dÑns\ n —
abun•dant•ly adv
abuse \ÑÇby¸z\ vb abused; abus•ing
1 : misuse 2 : mistreat 3 : attack with
words  \-Çby¸s\ n 1 : corrupt
practice 2 : improper use 3 : mistreatment 4 : coarse and insulting
speech — abus•er n — abu•sive
\-Çby¸siv\ adj — abu•sive•ly adv —
abu•sive•ness n
abut \ÑÇbÑt\ vb -tt- : touch along a border — abut•ter n
abut•ment \ÑÇbÑtmÑnt\ n : part of a
bridge that supports weight
abys•mal \ÑÇbizmÑl\ adj 1 : immeasurably deep 2 : wretched — abysmal•ly adv

abyss
abyss \ÑÇbis\ n : immeasurably deep

gulf
-ac \Éak\ n suffix : one affected with
aca•cia \ÑÇkÜshÑ\ n : leguminous tree
or shrub
ac•a•dem•ic \ÉakÑÇdemik\ adj 1 : relating to schools or colleges 2 : theoretical — academic n — ac•a•dem•ical•ly \-iklá\ adv
acad•e•my \ÑÇkadÑmá\ n, pl -mies 1
: private high school 2 : society of
scholars or artists
acan•thus \ÑÇkanthÑs\ n, pl acanthus 1 : prickly Mediterranean herb
2 : ornament representing acanthus
leaves
ac•cede \akÇsád\ vb -ced•ed; -ced•ing
1 : become a party to an agreement 2
: express approval 3 : enter upon an
office
ac•cel•er•ate \ikÇselÑÉrÜt, ak-\ vb
-at•ed; -at•ing 1 : bring about earlier
2 : speed up — ac•cel•er•a•tion
\-ÉselÑÇrÜshÑn\ n
ac•cel•er•a•tor \ikÇselÑÉrÜtÑr, ak-\ n
: pedal for controlling the speed of a
motor vehicle
ac•cent \ÇakÉsent\ n 1 : distinctive
manner of pronunciation 2 : prominence given to one syllable of a
word 3 : mark (as ´, `, ) over a vowel
in writing or printing to indicate
pronunciation  \ÇakÉ-, akÇ-\ vb
: emphasize — ac•cen•tu•al \akÇsenchÑwÑl\ adj
ac•cen•tu•ate \akÇsenchÑÉwÜt\ vb
-at•ed; -at•ing : stress or show off by
a contrast — ac•cen•tu•a•tion \-ÉsenchÑÇwÜshÑn\ n
ac•cept \ikÇsept, ak-\ vb 1 : receive
willingly 2 : agree to — ac•ceptabil•i•ty \ikÉseptÑÇbilÑtá, ak-\ n —
ac•cept•able \-ÇseptÑbÑl\ adj — accep•tance \-ÇseptÑns\ n
ac•cess \ÇakÉses\ n : capability or way
of approaching — ac•ces•si•bil•i•ty
\ikÉsesÑÇbilÑtá, ak-\ n — ac•ces•sible \-ÇsesÑbÑl\ adj
ac•ces•sion \ikÇseshÑn, ak-\ n 1
: something added 2 : act of taking
office
ac•ces•so•ry \ikÇsesÑrá, ak-\ n, pl
-ries 1 : nonessential addition 2 : one
guilty of aiding a criminal — accessory adj
ac•ci•dent \ÇaksÑdÑnt\ n 1 : event occurring by chance or unintentionally

3

accountant
2 : chance — ac•ci•den•tal \ÉaksÑÇdent´l\ adj — ac•ci•den•tal•ly adv
ac•claim \ÑÇklÜm\ vb or n : praise
ac•cla•ma•tion \ÉaklÑÇmÜshÑn\ n 1
: eager applause 2 : unanimous vote
ac•cli•mate \ÇaklÑÉmÜt, ÑÇklàmÑt\ vb -mated; -mat•ing : acclimatize — ac•clima•tion \ÉaklÑÇmÜshÑn, -Éklà-\ n
ac•cli•ma•tize \ÑÇklàmÑÉtàz\ vb -tized;
-tiz•ing : accustom to a new climate
or situation — ac•cli•ma•ti•za•tion
\-ÉklàmÑtÑÇzÜshÑn\ n
ac•co•lade \ÇakÑÉlÜd\ n : expression of
praise
ac•com•mo•date \ÑÇk‰mÑÉdÜt\ vb
-dat•ed; -dat•ing 1 : adapt 2 : provide with something needed 3 : hold
without crowding
ac•com•mo•da•tion \ÑÉk‰mÑÇdÜshÑn\
n 1 : quarters — usu. pl. 2 : act of accommodating
ac•com•pa•ny \ÑÇkÑmpÑná\ vb -nied;
-ny•ing 1 : go or occur with 2 : play
supporting music — ac•com•pa•niment \-nÑmÑnt\ n — ac•com•panist \-nist\ n
ac•com•plice \ÑÇk‰mplÑs, -ÇkÑm-\ n
: associate in crime
ac•com•plish \ÑÇk‰mplish, -ÇkÑm-\ vb
: do, fulfill, or bring about — ac•complished adj — ac•com•plish•er n —
ac•com•plish•ment n
ac•cord \ÑÇkïrd\ vb 1 : grant 2 : agree
 n 1 : agreement 2 : willingness to
act — ac•cor•dance \-Çkïrd´ns\ n
— ac•cor•dant \-´nt\ adj
ac•cord•ing•ly \ÑÇkïrdiälá\ adv : consequently
according to prep 1 : in conformity
with 2 : as stated by
ac•cor•di•on \ÑÇkïrdáÑn\ n : keyboard
instrument with a bellows and reeds
 adj : folding like an accordion bellows — ac•cor•di•on•ist \-nist\ n
ac•cost \ÑÇkïst\ vb : approach and
speak to esp. aggressively
ac•count \ÑÇkaònt\ n 1 : statement
of business transactions 2 : credit
arrangement with a vendor 3 : report
4 : worth 5 : sum deposited in a bank
 vb : give an explanation
ac•count•able \ÑÇkaòntÑbÑl\ adj : responsible — ac•count•abil•i•ty
\-ÉkaòntÑÇbilÑtá\ n
ac•coun•tant \ÑÇkaònt´nt\ n : one
skilled in accounting — ac•countan•cy \-´nsá\ n

